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The prevailing wisdom in the word of mouth (WOM) literature is that WOM from a trusted source influences a receiver’s attitudes in

line with the valence of the message. Our work explores a wrinkle in this wisdom: in some contexts, positive WOM from a trusted

source can have unintended negative effects on evaluation. Specifically, we find that when in the market for experiential products,

consumers evaluate their future consumption less positively when they have received information about a similar experience from a

trusted source.
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People seek WOM from a trusted source as a way to anticipate and explore consumption choices (Frenzen and Davis 1990; Smith, 
Menon, and Sivakumar 2005). Yet, people also engage in storytelling, a form of WOM, as a way to savor prior hedonic experiences, such as 
vacations or other special events  We propose that this latter post-consumption communication can negatively impact consumers who are in 
the pre-consumption stage of a similar hedonic experience.  We suggest that WOM in the form of storytelling can interrupt a receiver’s pre-
consumption fantasy, discouraging future consumption and altering choice.  Specifically, receiving information about a hedonic experience 
from a trusted source is likely to lead to a sense of experiential demystification resulting in reduced motivation to pursue that experience.   

PRE-CONSUMPTION FANTASIES AND DEMYSTIFICATION
Consumption experiences include three distinct phases: A pre-consumption phase characterized by information search and consump-

tion fantasies; the actual consumption phase; and a post-consumption phase characterized by consumption memories and reminiscing. Pre-
consumption pleasure can stem from forecasting the details of an experience and enjoying the emotional response in prospect. However, there 
is also utility in the curiosity and suspense that may arise prior to engaging in an experience (Knobloch-Westerwick and Keplinger 2006). 
Uncertainty in how an experience may unfold, followed by the thrill of discovery during an actual experience, is a hedonic reward (Quinn 
2003) – one which we argue can be weakened through experiential demystification.  

People in the pre-consumption phase, anticipating a consumption experience, seek WOM from a trusted source as a way to explore 
consumption choices.  People in the post-consumption phase are often eager to share their memories.  Exposure to a sender’s recounting of 
a consumption experience demystifies speculation surrounding the receiver’s impending experience. Demystification is a process that clari-
fies the previously uncertain and vague. We propose that this demystification of an upcoming experience serves as a story spoiler, satiating 
curiosity, and constraining the receiver’s ability to imagine the many ways in which an experience may unfold. 

To investigate the effect of demystification on consumer choice, we explore how WOM from a friend versus stranger weakens desire 
for a consumption experience.  Individuals associate and bond with those who have similar values, tastes, and attitudes (McPherson, Smith-
Lovin, and Cook 2001).  We suggest this greater similarity between friends increases trust, resulting in increased demystification via smoother 
acceptance of the details communicated by a friend.  This leads to a demotivating effect, characterized by a decreased sense of specialness 
surrounding the impending experience and reduced interest in pursuing the experience.   

METHOD AND FINDINGS
Participants (n = 144) were asked to select one of five consumption experiences (e.g., white water rafting, hot air balloon ride) that they 

would like to try if given a free ticket. Next, participants were directed to envision the experience and asked to write a paragraph recording the 
details and expectations for their chosen experience. After a filler task, participants were randomly assigned to one of two WOM conditions, 
where they read a description of the selected experience and were asked to imagine that it was provided by either a friend or stranger. Partici-
pants responded to a series of scale measures to assess their expectations for the experience, as well as measures related to demystification, 
desire to pursue the selected experience and individual trait measures.

A series of ANOVAs, controlling for individual need for uniqueness, showed that  participants exposed to WOM from a stranger esti-
mated a greater expectation of being able to “make the experience their own” had a “greater sense of wonder” about the experience than those 
exposed to WOM from a friend. Participants in the friend condition reported that they expected the experience to be more boring and less 
adventurous than those in the stranger condition. Further, particpants in the friend condition reported that the experience would be less “spe-
cial” (meaningful, special, extraordinary); and more “ordinary” (familiar, typical, run-of-the-mill). Taken together, these measures provide 
evidence for demystification. Interestingly, a set of contamination-like indicators emerged suggesting that the upcoming experience seemed 
more “tainted” (devalued, spoiled, tainted) in the friend (versus stranger) condition.

As anticipated, the WOM source (friend vs. stranger) significantly influenced participants’ desire to try their selected experience. Partici-
pants who received WOM from a friend (versus stranger) were significantly more willing to switch their selected experience for an alternate 
option. It is important to note that these findings are not a result of altered or disconfirmed expectations for a future event. We measured the 
degree to which respondents thought the WOM matched their own expectations, and found that most respondents believed the WOM was 
highly consistent with their own expectations.  
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DISCUSSION
These results contribute to the extant literature on WOM, suggesting that positive WOM can have a negative impact on consumer 

evaluations and choice.  Additionally, this research introduces the idea of demystification, an idea which has not previously been applied to 
experiential consumption.  This initial study suggests that WOM may demystify an impending experience, and reduce consumer motivation.   
The effect of demystification on notions of meaningfulness and the ordinary in experiential consumption are consistent with previous research 
on the pleasure paradox (Wilson et al. 2005).

However, one interesting line in these results is the evaluation of an experience being “tainted” after WOM exposure.  Indicators such as 
“tainted”, “spoiled” and “polluted” suggest a contamination-like effect that begs further exploration.  Physical objects touched by others leads 
to consumer disgust and perceived contamination, rendering the touched object impure (Argo, Dahl, and Morales 2006).  We consider that 
perhaps, analogously, conceptual contamination is driven by consumer demystification, when the open-ended idea of potential consumption 
is sullied by details of another’s actual consumption. Specifically, we question if conceptual contamination stems from demystification and a 
loss of wonderment about the impending experience, leaving the receiver feeling that the experience will be more spoiled, impure, mundane, 
and less his own. In essence, the impending consumption experience is contaminated for the receiver.  Additional studies are underway to 
address the dimensions of this possible contamination.
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The Effects of Dissociative Segment Adoption of Brand Extensions 
on the Evaluation of the Parent Brand
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Brand extensions play a critical role in corporate growth strategies because they bring new sources of revenue while minimizing brand 
development investments. This revenue growth can be achieved by extending the brand to new customers (e.g., Porsche Panamera, Bic 
surfboards) or through more conservative moves within the customer base (e.g., Clorox’s home cleaning products). A major concern when 
branching out into new customer segments is the potential negative impact on the image of the original brand, particularly when these new 
customers are perceived to belong to an outgroup by current customers. After all, brand managers try to maximize revenues from brand exten-
sions without exposing the current customer and revenue base to significant risks. Despite its relevance to managers, the effect that venturing 
into new segments has on existing customers has been largely overlooked in the brand extension literature. The present study aims to fill this 
gap by investigating the potential negative effects of extending the brand into new customer segments to the parent brand.

Consumer research has provided compelling evidence for the impact of reference groups on brand evaluation. Escalas and Bettman 
(2005) proposed that reference groups can be an important source of brand associations, and showed that the association of a brand with a 
group that consumers belong to (an ingroup) leads to higher self-brand connection whereas the association with an outgroup lowers self-brand 
connection. White and Dahl (2007) also demonstrated that consumers tend to avoid brands associated with dissociative reference groups, 
not only in terms of self-brand connection but also in product evaluation and product choice tasks. In a longitudinal field study conducted by 
Berger and Heath (2008), students that had bought Livestrong wristbands stopped using them after they were adopted by “geek” students. 
Mere extension of this line of research would lead us to predict that the negative affect derived from the adoption of a brand extension by a 
dissociative segment (versus an ingroup) can transfer to the parent brand, resulting in more negative attitudes and purchase intentions.

However, the effect of reference groups is expected to vary depending on the perceived fit of the parent brand with the extension product 
category. Perceived fit impacts the affect transfer from the brand extension to the parent brand, as has been extensively demonstrated in ex-
perimental manipulations of brand extension failure (see Keller and Sood 2003 for a review). When the performance of the brand extension 
contradicts expectations derived from the parent brand, dilution effects are more likely to happen when the extension has high fit with the par-
ent brand. In other words, brands can be largely immune from being contaminated by far extensions. We make the novel prediction that per-
ceived fit will moderate the effect of dissociative segment adoption, so that a brand extension adoption by a dissociative segment (versus an 
ingroup) will negatively impact the parent brand when product category similarity is high, but will not have an impact when similarity is low.

To test these hypotheses, we randomly assigned 238 undergraduate students to six experimental conditions in a 2 (fit: high, low) x 3 
(reference group: no information, ingroup, dissociative segment) between-subjects design. Through a series of four pretests, we defined (1) 


